NetDocuments for Government:

FedRAMP Ready Document and Email Management Solutions
When you think about your day-to-day work, are you dealing with multiple file sharing systems that
cause disorganization, poor search experiences, and worst of all – security risks?
NetDocuments is the only legal focused document management provider certified as FedRAMP Ready
and can now provide all the benefits that the world’s largest law firms and corporate legal teams have
enjoyed for decades to federal, state, and local government departments and agencies.

Maximize Efficiency and Standardize Organization

Organization is key – but being organized looks different to everyone. NetDocuments delivers flexibility that
enables each user to meet their preferences. And, through workspaces, you have a central place where
everything related to a department, team, project or a matter resides. You can easily find all documents,
emails, real-time messages, document sets, and more from a single source of truth. While standardizing
document organization, you simultaneously enable users to continue working in the ways they most prefer
while avoiding the loss of institutional knowledge or previous precedents.

Locate Documents Quickly

NetDocuments delivers advanced search and filtering so you can quickly find documents and information
relevant to what you need – instantly. Enhanced by document metadata and tagging, NetDocuments’
unique Dynamic Attributes feature allows decision tree functionality when profiling documents, so users
only need to complete relevant information specific to their work.

Reduce Workflow Disruptions

The last thing anyone needs is another system to manage. Luckily, NetDocuments meets you where you
work. The platform is available via the web, a mobile app, and also integrates seamlessly with Microsoft
Office, Outlook, and Adobe Acrobat and Reader, thereby enabling your organization to work in the
applications they know while realizing the additional security, collaboration, and productivity benefits built
into NetDocuments.
From greater security with your document and email management to better organization and
collaboration, NetDocuments has over 20 years of experience in helping organizations maximize
efficiencies and security.

To learn more, schedule a consultation today.
(866) 638-3627
netdocuments.com

